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Letter 451
VISION
Space
2016-03-19
Dear Dan,
Tuesday, 15 March 2016, 6AM.
Last weekend I had great dif<iculty getting to sleep both Saturday and Sunday morning due
to pain issues. But on Saturday I had a vision while in bed. I had been laying with my eyes
closed trying to sleep, when suddenly I began to see with the eyes of my spirit man. I saw as
if I were ascending up through the clouds. Then, the clouds parted and I saw with crystal
clarity the Universe, and a host of Galaxies. It was as if I were looking through the Hubble
telescope. The clouds began to close in, and I asserted my will to part the clouds. They
parted again, and I brie<ly saw Space again, then the clouds closed in again, and I slipped
back into <ighting pain again.
When this was happening, I thought the cataracts had fallen off of the eyes of my spirit man,
and I could see again. But when I opened my physical eyes, my vision was “normal”. I could
not see with the actual eyes of my spirit-man, any of my angels who were in the room with
me. I was a little disappointed at this.
I knew I had just seen a vision, but this was not my typical vision. The Lord had actually
allowed my spiritual eyes to see, either through, or around the cataracts, so He could let me
know that my spirit eyes are actually healed and working.
Angel Gabriel has stipulated more than a few times that the cataracts will just fall off at the
right time. I have been very tempted to try to take them off myself, but I <ind myself
retrained by the Lord to do this.
But this gave me much hope. I saw space clearly, billions of galaxies in a backdrop of black.
This was way cool.
Many months ago I saw something similar. I saw the ocean surf, a single wave coming into
shore. I saw this with my physical eyes closed, but I was seeing as if I was right there on the
ocean, just without the noise and wind.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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